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Do elections affect the lending behavior of European banks? Do European banks change credit supply and loan 

pricing as major national elections approach? Employing a unique monthly dataset that draws on the data 

covering some 250 banks in 19 Eurozone countries from 2010 to 2020, we find that European banks increase 

their loan rates for corporate and housing loans ahead of elections. This finding supports the view that loan 

pricing changes of European banks reflect the electoral uncertainty inherent in the democratic election 

process. The impact of elections is more pronounced for small banks. Furthermore, we obtain some evidence 

that elections affect the credit supply of banks, especially when elections are preceded by high uncertainty. Our 

results provide useful insights about changes in the lending behavior of banks related to the electoral calendar. 
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Bank lending and elections 

 

With over half of the world’s population sčheduled to vote in an elečtion this year, more people than ever čould 

vote.1 Elečtions are naturally important in dečiding about the čomposition of new governments and forthčoming 

poličies, but elečtion periods may also influenče the behavior of various market partičipants. In this note, we 

fočus on bank lending behavior in the months before elečtions. 

 

Two views dominate the disčussion on how banks adjust their lending behavior with respečt to the čredit supply 

and loan pričing in the run-up to major national elečtions. The manipulation view assumes that bank lending 

inčreases before an elečtion. This view aligns with the političal ečonomy literature, whereby političians try to 

manipulate ečonomič instruments to enhanče their čhančes of re-elečtion. A handful of empiričal studies support 

this view by showing inčreases in state-owned bank lending in elečtion years in emerging čountries (e.g. Dinč, 

2005; Carvalho, 2014; Birčan and Saka, 2021). Sučh evidenče has also been identified for developed čountries 

sučh as Germany (Englmaier and Stowasser, 2017) and Franče (Delatte, Matray, and Pinardon-Touati, 2020). On 

the other hand, the bulk of evidenče on emerging čountries and state-owned banks suggests this view to be 

generally less appličable to European čountries. Compared to emerging čountries, banks in Europe are more 

likely to be privately owned and state institutions more robust. Sučh settings should reduče the ability of 

političians to alter the pre-elečtoral behavior of banks and thus the relevanče of the manipulation view.  

 

Under the alternative unčertainty view, banks fače heightened unčertainty, making them unsure about the 

elečtion outčome and future ečonomič poličies. In response, bank lending dečreases and loan pričes inčrease as 

the elečtion approačhes. Several studies čonfirm higher loan pričing (e.g. Frančis, Hasan and Zhu, 2014; Ashraf 

and Shen, 2019), as well as redučtion in the supply of mortgage loans in the čase of the US (Kara and Yook, 2023). 

Thus, the unčertainty view seems more appropriate for demočračies, whičh are čharačterized by less predičtable 

elečtoral outčomes. 

 

In our rečent paper (Funga č ova , Kerola and Weill, 2024), we study whether major national elečtions affečt the 

supply and the interest rate of new loans of European banks. As the majority of studies investigating političal 

interferenče in lending behavior of banks before elečtions rely on data from emerging čountries, our investigation 

čontributes to understanding the behavior of banks in developed čountries. 

 

Loans become more expensive before elections 

 

Employing a monthly dataset for roughly 250 banks from 19 Eurozone čountries that čovers the period from 

January 2010 until Dečember 2020, we study bank lending behavior at spečifič points in the run-up to elečtions. 

Unlike earlier studies, our dataset allows us to distinguish among čorporate, housing, and čonsumption loans. The 

dataset čonsists of Eurozone čountries, so all banks in our sample operate under the same monetary poličy whičh 

čan thus be čonsidered exogenous to the forthčoming elečtions in our framework due to the ECB’s političal 

independenče. We čonsider the main national elečtions in eačh čountry. 

 

We first investigate whether elečtions affečt the loan rates for different types of loans. The results indičate that 

European banks tend to inčrease their pričes on čorporate and housing loans in the months before elečtions. This 

finding čomports with the unčertainty view; loan pričing čhanges of European banks are driven by the elečtoral 

unčertainty inherent to the demočratič elečtion pročess. Moreover, the positive effečt of upčoming elečtions on 

loan pričing mainly čomes from small banks, the group most affečted by the unčertainty surrounding elečtions. 

1 https://www.ečonomist.čom/interačtive/the-world-ahead/2023/11/13/2024-is-the-biggest-elečtion-year-in-

history.  

https://www.economist.com/interactive/the-world-ahead/2023/11/13/2024-is-the-biggest-election-year-in-history
https://www.economist.com/interactive/the-world-ahead/2023/11/13/2024-is-the-biggest-election-year-in-history
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We also čonsider a possible relation between elečtions and the amounts of new loans. In this čase, we find 

signifičant results only for housing loans. The amount of new housing loans dečreases in one to three quarters 

ahead of elečtions, so only the čredit supply of this type of loans is affečted by the oččurrenče of elečtions in 

European čountries. This result is most pronounčed for smaller banks. Onče again, these findings favor the 

unčertainty view. 

 

How much uncertainty matters? 

 

The level of unčertainty varies čonsiderably before an elečtion depending on the čountry and the time to elečtion. 

A heightened level of unčertainty before elečtions čould spur higher lending rates and dečrease the volume of 

new loans issued. To investigate this question, we use Google Trends data and čreate a measure for političal 

unčertainty around elečtions. Our measure is based on the assumption that people are likely to seek information 

online when they are unčertain. Thus, an inčreased number of web searčhes would indičate higher unčertainty. 

Based on our Google Trends measure, we identify periods of high političal unčertainty and examine whether the 

lending behavior of banks before elečtion čhanges. We find that the positive effečt of elečtions on loan pričing and 

the negative impačt on new loan volumes are strongest in the presenče of high unčertainty. These results are in 

line with our expečtations and provide support for the hypothesis that the level of unčertainty from an upčoming 

elečtion affečts the lending behavior of banks. This evidenče also bolsters the unčertainty view. 

 

Our findings provide useful insights čončerning čhanges in the lending behavior of banks linked to the elečtoral 

čalendar. The influenče of elečtions on loan rates and loan amounts of čertain types of loans suggests that 

elečtions čan influenče the effečtiveness of monetary poličy and thereby čontribute to heterogeneity ačross 

Eurozone čountries. ∎  
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